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Almtraet--We present an algorithm to determine the values of the bounded components of the X ~ N n 
such that AX = b where A e Mma(Z) and b ~ Z' .  This algorithm uses Gordan's duality theorem. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this article we are interested in solving a linear system of equations in positive integers. It has 
been proved by Gordan [1] that the set of the positive integer solutions of AX = b, A ~ Mm,.(Z), 
b ¢ Z M admits an Hilbert basis [2], i.e. there exists a finite set of vectors in N ~ such that each solution 
is a positive integer linear combination of them. Precisely, let ~< be the component-wise order on Nn: 
We define 
X~<X'o for  each 1 <<.i<~n, Xi<<.X~ 
X<X'  ~X<<.X" and X#X' .  
Po={XeNn/X~O,  AX=O and Y<X,  Y#0 implies AY#0} 
the set of the minimal nonzero solutions of AX = 0 and 
P1={XeNn/AX=b and Y <X implies AY #b} 
the set of the minimal solutions of AX = b (these two sets are finite by Dickson's lemma [3]). Then 
the set S of the solutions of AX = b is: 
S = PI + P* 
where 
forovo t 
To solve AX = b it is then sufficient o compute P0 and P~. 
In the particular case of one homogeneous equation 
aixi = 0, ai ~ Z, 
I~i~n 
two algorithms exist. The first one is Huet's [4]. It is based on a theorem which bounds the elements 
of P0 by 
max ai. 
16 i6n  
The algorithm enumerates the finite set of the n-tuples under this bound. We improved Huet's 
bound (and thus Huet's algorithm) in [5]. The second algorithm is Fortenbacher's [6]it enumerates 
the n-tuples such that 
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is bounded by 
max a~; 
l <~i~n 
its termination is proved by an argument similar to Huet's. 
In the general case of a nonhomogeneous system of equations ome bounds on the members of 
P0 and PI are known [7] but they are not as good as in the previous particular case and the 
enumeration becomes very inefficient. 
Our purpose is to avoid the computation of P0 and P, in solving the following simplified problem: 
determine the values of the variables which are bounded in the set of the solutions of AX = b. 
Precisely we define for X ~ N ~ and B c { 1 . . . . .  n} the vector XIB ~ N B as 
(XIB)~ = X~ for every i E B. 
Moreover we write 
S= {X~N' /AX=b} 
suppA={l  <~i<~n/3X~N n, X~>0, AX=0}.  
It is clear that the variable X, is unbounded in S iff i e supp A. Let 
B = {1 <~ i <~n/i~suppA}. 
The problem we want to solve is: (a) compute B; (b) If B = ~ is S = ~?  Else compute 
R = SIB = {XIB, X e S} (R is empty iff S = O so we test if S = 0) .  
Since R = PIIB it is clear that R is finite. 
The method we present here is based on Gordan's theorem. 
In the following we will use the notation: Mm,n(Z) is the set of the matrices of Z with m lines 
and n columns; let A eMm.n(Z), AkeZ " is the kth column of A, At~Z n is the lth row of A; 
Ate  nn.m(Z) is the transposed matrix of A. 
This theorem is classical. 
GORDAN'S  THEOREM 
Theorem 1 [1] 
Let A ~ Mm,n(Z), there exists U e Qm such that A 'U >I 0 and (A'U)~ > 0 iff i g supp A. 
For a direct proof see [8]. In [9] this theorem is presented as a consequence of the separation 
theorem for convex sets, in [10] it is proved by the use of the simplex algorithm. 
This theorem tells that there exists a linear combination of the rows of A which is positive and 
strictly positive for the is such that i e supp A. It is trivial that each coordinate satisfying this 
property is out of supp A. The converse is not so clear. 
It is immediate to apply this theorem to our problem. If X is a solution of AX = b we get 
UtAX ~-- Utb. (1) 
This equation has positive coefficients and strictly positive coefficients for the is in B. If B # O, 
there exists only a finite (but possibly very large) set of vectors X ~ N s, R', satisfying (1). The set 
R is the set of the Y ~ R' such that there exists X E N n, Xis = Y and AX = b. We then have two 
problems to solve: (A) Compute B and U e Qm satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 1; (B) If 
B = ~,  determine if S = ~,  else for Y e R' determine if there exists X e N n such that XIB = Y and 
AX = b. 
SOLVING PROBLEM (A) 
The computation of U may be done by solving for each 1 ~< i ~< n the following linear problems: 
f max zi = (A t V)i 
Vi~>O, AtV>~O 
i~l (A~ V)i <~ 1 
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(the last constraint bounds the function (A iV)/), and stopping the algorithm when we obtain 
a feasible solution WEQ"  such that (AtV9~>0 or the optimal solution V"~Q m if 
max z~ = (A t V,)i = 0. Taking for U the sum of the V ~ for 1 ~< i ~< n we get 
AtU >/0, 
(AtU)~>~(AtV')~>O for i EB ,  
(AtU)~=O for ieB ,  
and the knowledge of U gives B. 
SOLVING PROBLEM (B) 
To solve problem (B) it is sufficient o remark that we can suppress the positivity constraint on 
the Xi such that i ~ supp A. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1 
Let AX = b be a system of equations in positive integers. I f  B = ~ then AX = b has a solution 
X ~ N" iff it has a solution X ~ Z". I f  B # ~,  let Y ~ N B then AX = b has a solution X ~ N" such 
that Xts = Y iff it has a solution X ~ Z ~ such that XIB = Y. 
Proof. The condition is trivially necessary. Let Z ~ N" such that AZ = 0 and Zi > 0 for every 
i ~ supp A (it is easily seen that such a Z exists). 
I f  B = O let X ~ Z ~ such that AX = b, then for 2 E N large enough V = X + 2Z is positive. 
I f  B # 1~5 let X E Z" such that AX = b and Xts = Y. Let V = X + 2Z; since ZIB = 0 we get 
ViB = XtB = Y>~0 
and for 2 e N large enough V = X + ).Z/> 0. 
Now in both cases 
AV=AX+,~AZ =AX=b 
and V is a positive integer solution of the equation AX = b. 
This proposition allows us to solve equations in integers instead of positive integers. For each 
Y e R '  we will test if the equation 
AX =b 
XtB = Y (2) 
has a solution X ~ Z". It is important o notice that the homogeneous part of (2) does not depend 
on Y and we will only need to solve this system once. 
For simplicity we suppose that 
supp A = { 1 . . . . .  k} 
a={k+l  . . . .  ,n}.  
Let 
A 'e  Mm.k(Z), A '  = (A'), ~i~k 
A" ~ M . . . .  k(Z), A" = (A 9k+ l~i~. 
be the matrices composed with the columns of A corresponding to the variables of supp A for A'  
and of B for A" 
It is a wcU known theorem (see [10]) that we can compute two unimodular matrices U and V 
such that 
-21 0...0...01 
0 22. . .0 . . .0 |  
UA'V= " 0 : . . .0 /  
0 0..  "~{r 0 / 
0 0 . . .0 . . .0 J  
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(this computat ion  will be done only once). We must solve for each 
A'X= - A"Y  +b,  X~Z k, 
which is equivalent o solving 
UA'VZ=U( -A"Y+b) ,  ZeZ k 
and (4) has a solut ion if and only if 
2~IU( -A"Y+b) i  for i<<.r; 
U( -A"Y+b) ,=O for i>r ,  
and that is easy to check for each Y ~ R' .  
Y E R' :  
(3) 
(4) 
CONCLUSION 
The algor i thm we have just presented is appl icable to reduce the complexity of  the problem "does 
there exist X ~ N" such that AX = b?" 
In certain cases we may need the complete knowledge of  the set R. This is the case when solving 
the Petri net teachabi l i ty prob lem [1 l] which mot ivated our research. 
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